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 “Oh my gosh: look at her butt”: The 

Commercialisation and Commodification of the Black 

Booty in Nicki Minaj Videos 

 

“She is there to entertain guests with the naked image of Otherness. They are not to 

look at her a whole human being. They are to notice only certain parts … [She is] 

reduced to mere spectacle.”1 

 

The cover art of Nicki Minaj’s ‘Anaconda’ (2014) was a clear harbinger of what the music 

video would bring: squatting in front of a plain white background, Minaj looks back over her 

shoulder with an enigmatic expression that is simultaneously disdainful and alluring. But, of 

course, no one is looking at her face. Her skimpy pale-pink underwear blends in with her 

airbrushed and lightened skin,2 and her contrasting dark hair is swept behind her; the only pop 

of colour comes from her bright blue boots, the heels thrust up towards her posterior. Such 

signposting is unnecessary: the naked behind, highlighted rather than obscured by a sliver of 

underwear, dominates the frame. 

With such a precursor, the main event delivered on its promise: “butts abound in [the] 

bananas clip for ‘Anaconda’,” as one post succinctly summarises.3 Amid discussions of 

empowerment and objectification, the music video garnered 19.6 million views in its first 

twenty-four hours, beating the record held of 19.3 million by Miley Cyrus’ ‘Wrecking Ball,’ a 

music video similarly contentious for its portrayal of nudity and female sexuality. ‘Anaconda’ 
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provoked extreme views, whether in praise or revulsion: regardless of positive or negative 

opinion, the video was being viewed millions of times, bringing further attention to Nicki 

Minaj. Whether a postmodern and ironic consideration of outdated racist tropes or a positive 

appropriation to boost her own success, the music video for ‘Anaconda’ makes these 

stereotypes visible in mainstream culture. 

In the following essay I discuss ‘Anaconda’4 as an extended metaphor for black 

licentiousness, the exoticism of the black female, and the black booty specifically as a 

commodity.  

Even before the video burst into the public domain, the ‘Anaconda’ lyrics made it explicit 

that Minaj is using her body as a commodity: she gloats, “I let him hit it 'cause he slang cocaine 

… And when we done, I make him buy me Balmain.” The lyrics are littered with references to 

designer labels and an expensive car, as well as cocaine, a drug typically associated with the 

very wealthy: the song lyrics describe relationships based on mutual exchange, sex for 

(specifically expensive) products. Regardless of the implications of such a statement for the 

romantic aspect of the relationship, the lyrics at least suggest an equitable dynamic. As Rana 

A. Emerson indicates in her essay ‘“Where My Girls At?” Negotiating Black Womanhood in 

Music Videos,’ black women are taking a more assertive role: “Black women … express their 

own agency and self-determination through direct action. What emerges is the ability of a Black 

woman to define her own identity and life outcomes.”5 More than that she is, as bell hooks 

summarises in her essay ‘Selling Hot Pussy,’ “[s]ubordinating the idea of romantic love and 

praising the use of sex for pleasure as a commodity.”6 Love is not referred to; sex and the body 

are instead considered tokens to be used in exchange for material wealth. Although the lyrics 

present this is an equal relationship between two adults, the video instead features a more subtle 

message of Minaj’s body being sold in the public domain, which in turns sells the merchandise 

she is associated with. 
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The music video itself features incongruous product placement, such as Minaj’s pink 

version of the Dr Dre Beats speaker in a skull and the Air Jordans that also featured on the 

single cover art. Some items seem particularly at odds with the song’s message, such as the 

inclusion of the MateFit drinks bottle, which is used to help women lose weight: Minaj brags 

in the song about her full figure and specifically demands, “Where my fat ass big bitches in the 

club? Fuck those skinny bitches.” The message of the lyrics may seem at odds with the video, 

but to focus on Minaj’s so-called championing of the voluptuous female body is to simplify 

the over-arching theme that encompasses both the music video and the song itself: 

commercialism. The video serves to draw a parallel between Minaj selling her body in a sexual 

relationship for rewards, and similarly selling the objectification of her body in the public 

domain to reap the monetary gain of selling products. The body, however, is not considered as 

a whole: the focus, both of the song and the camera shots in the video, are the female buttocks. 

In the outside setting, the backup girls’ faces are blank and expressionless, their bodies frozen 

into stiff unnatural postures with their legs spread; in the gym their aim is to make their behinds 

as protuberant as possible under the guise of exercising. The only movement comes from 

shaking their butts (or dipping their backs to raise the butt to greater prominence). Minaj, if she 

is not shaking her own butt, is looking back at it or touching others’. Her enthrallment with her 

behind represents the historical fascination with black buttocks. 

It’s no coincidence that the visual shorthand for black sexuality is the buttocks, eclipsing 

the breasts and even the groin. Black buttocks have long held a fascination for white 

colonialists, who cited them as physical evidence of Africans’ uncontrollable and deviant 

sexuality. bell hooks explains: 

Although contemporary thinking about black female bodies does not 

attempt to read the body as a sign of “natural” racial inferiority, the 

fascination with black “butts” continues. In the sexual iconography of the 
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traditional black pornographic imagination, the protruding butt is seen as 

an indication of a heightened sexuality.7 

Imperial and patriarchal discourses sought to impose “explanations” for differences that 

were exaggerated to create a sense of “us and them.”  In Sander Gilman’s article on nineteenth-

century culture, he identifies how the inclusion of black women (particularly in opposition to 

a white woman) serves to sexualise the context in which they appear. Rather than a subject, the 

black woman is reduced to “an icon for deviant sexuality,”8 forming either a contrast or implied 

deviance for the true subject (inevitably a slim, ethereally pale white woman). The difference 

in body size in depictions of black and white women is telling: the voluptuous figure was not 

only associated with black women but also prostitutes. Gilman argues that the excessive 

sexuality deemed inherent in both the black female and the prostitute is physically represented 

by their fuller bodies; if slim white women were to be held as an ideal of purity and restraint, 

who must be won in romance, the voluptuous black body and that of the prostitute, must 

become the tainted other, available without effort. It was the so-called anomalous genitals and 

protruding buttocks that came to represent an over-developed sexuality descending into 

deviancy. Watson and Railton argue that: 

black women’s “hypersexuality” is seen to derive from a series of 

apparently natural traits that link them to the animal, the primitive and the 

“dirty.” In defining the black woman first and foremost through a series of 

physical characteristics, her body is not only made available for both white 

and black men but the buttocks of that body are figured as emblematic of 

black womanhood generally and the icon of black female sexuality more 

precisely.9 

In ‘Anaconda’, Minaj’s behind seems to exemplify this subversive sexuality: as she crawls 

on her knees, her buttocks rise out of her waistband, refusing to be constrained by her trousers. 

This theme of uncontrollable licentiousness is also represented by Minaj booty-shaking so hard 

that she causes an earthquake: the power of her buttocks have literally earth-shattering 

consequences. Even when she is lounging in the natural pool, her hips are thrust upwards to 
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ensure that her bottom crests the water, a declaration of sexuality that is impossible to be 

submerged by nature.  

Placing the black female in a jungle setting is fraught with contextual implications as it links 

black women, once again, with nature and the bestial. In Santtu Reinikainen’s PhD thesis on 

the depiction of women in hip hop videos, she identifies that “[t]he videos, variously, connect 

the meaning of being a woman with sex, obedience and nature (such as the desert and 

animals).”10 Railton and Watson also point out that “the collocation of black female sexuality, 

the animal, and the feral has been a continuing, albeit not always dominant, feature of black 

music during the twentieth century.”11 By associating the black woman with nature rather than 

society, she is removed from “civilised” discourses of propriety and respect; she remains a 

spectacle of exoticism, to be examined without shame. 

As the “natural” black woman is seen to be removed from constraining notions of restraint, 

she is instead free to engage in baser instincts. This is confirmed by hooks’ argument that since 

beauty is “desirable only to the extent that it is idealized and unattainable, the black female 

body gains attention only when it is synonymous with accessibility, availability; when it is 

sexually deviant.”12 In contrast to romantic depictions of white female sexuality as resisting 

and hard-earned, lack licentiousness can be perceived as inviting male attention, as black 

female slaves were blamed for the sexual assaults of their masters. The deliberate over-the-top 

sexuality in ‘Anaconda’ seems to not only reference such ideology but embrace it: such over-

exuberant parodying renders links between the jungle and black sexuality ridiculous. 

Therefore, references to white culture are camp and disdainful of such displays, such as the 

over-exaggerated, obviously white, female voiceover saying dismissively, “Oh my gosh: look 

at her butt” that is then parroted by Minaj’s overly-synthesised voice. The voiceover is in 

homage to Sir Mix-a-Lot’s original 1991 song, ‘Baby Got Back’13 (“Oh my God, Becky, look 
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at her butt”), which is also sampled for the lyrics “My anaconda don’t want none unless you 

got buns, hun” and “little in the middle but she got much back”; by directly referencing the 

quintessential tribute to large buttocks, Minaj draws on a history of celebrating the curvier 

female figure in music. By including the voiceover and then mimicking it back in an over-

exaggerated fashion, Minaj mocks the white fascination with the black curvaceous form and 

reclaims the snub (the original line in ‘Baby Got Back’ continues on to “she looks like a total 

prostitute” and culminates in “She’s just so … black!”), so that the refrain becomes a source of 

pride, an entreaty to “look at her [big black] butt” and be astounded, either jealous or aroused. 

Minaj’s booty-popping, ass-shaking and semi-exposed buttocks invites the white gaze on her 

own terms: it rejects the pseudo-science observations of the nineteenth century that examined 

the African body for signs of difference and deviation, instead revelling in her own sexuality 

and the black body’s appeal.  The booty, a source of derision, has become a thing of pride and 

desirability. 

White fascination with the black female body and the booty in particular may stem from 

colonial discourses, but its exoticism is maintained through contemporary culture. Redmond 

Sean’s article, ‘Deathly Corporeality,’ discusses the presentation of white women in the media; 

magazines, adverts, and television programmes construct images of white women as ethereal 

and glowing, which in turn marks a shift from the corporeal to the spiritual, from the body to 

the ideal. Minaj’s curvaceous body represents the antithesis to what is expected from women, 

especially successful women: 

Female film stars, pop stars, cat-walk models, television hosts, the ‘leading 

lady’ of romantic fiction narrative, and advertising hoarding, in the main, 

operate under a “tyranny of slenderness” (Chernin, 1983), where thin is 

beautiful, desirable and valuable (transferring success onto a range of life 

goals, practices and products, and women who fit the thin ideal.14 
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By this token, Minaj should be lacking in star quality, an anomaly both in fleshiness and the 

ideals of “purity and innocence and radiance … that [mark women] out as heavenly.”15 

Redmond makes it explicit that these representations are reserved for white women; black 

women are not so much exempt from such standards as automatically invalidated, rejected from 

spiritual elevation to occupy base positions, such as being sexually available. 

However, Shulamith Firestone argues that the standards for beauty are in response to what 

is unattainable for the vast majority of women16 and Minaj’s thin waist, extreme hips, and 

cosmetically altered breasts and buttocks are certainly not possible for most women, regardless 

of their race. Minaj is ostensibly circumventing contemporary notions of beauty exemplified 

by thin white women as well as marking out an alternative. In an interview with ABC for 

‘Anaconda’ music video, Minaj claims, “I wanted to reinstate something: because of the shift 

in pop culture, even hip hop men are really glorifying the less curvy body. I wanted to say, 

‘Hey, ladies: you’re beautiful.’”17 Emerson argues that hip-hop is a typically misogynistic 

space, elaborating that, “It is clear that female rap and rhythm and blues (R&B) performers are 

required to live up to dominant notions of physical attractiveness and measure up to fairly rigid 

standards of beauty. The most striking example of this is the lack of variety in body size and 

weight.”18 However, Minaj’s statement seems contrary to the actual representation of women 

in hip hop videos. On XXL’s 2014 list of ‘The 10 Most-Viewed Hip-Hop Videos On 

YouTube,’ curvaceous bodies are not lacking.19 Close-up shots of round behinds and large 

breasts abound in Flo Rida’s ‘Whistle,’20 and Macklemore and Ryan Lewis’ ‘Thrift Shop’ 

features a larger girl (who, like the other girls in the video, isn’t reduced to exposed body 

features, and is believably proportioned).21 Although Emerson may be correct in saying that 

the body form for women in hip-hop videos is prescriptive, Minaj is not bringing back curvy: 

it never went. Including Mobb Deep’s 1994 video for ‘The Infamous,’22 Ali and Gipp’s 2009 

‘Work Dat, Twerk Dat,’23 and Mr Twip ‘Ass Drop’ (2011)24 to name three of many, the women 
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are very similarly proportioned: slim stomachs but with large breasts and especially buttocks – 

just as Minaj herself has crafted her body. Rather than promoting love for the larger lady, Minaj 

is simply reinscribing a model of sexiness that endures in a one-dimensional form. 

Focussing on her own curviness as a so-called anomaly in hip-hop culture promotes Minaj 

as having something different: therefore stands out, becomes more discussed and more popular, 

and is finally more effectively commercialised. As discussed in Ellis Cashmore’s essay on the 

construction of Beyoncé as an icon, Minaj transcends the personal as well as the performative 

to become a commodity, a tradable good. Like Beyoncé, Minaj has developed an empire from 

this star persona (tellingly orientated around a personality developed in childhood rather than 

her birth name, Onika Tanya Maraj) so that she has developed a brand, a multi-faceted 

commercial kingdom. Completely separate from sponsorship deals, the Nicki Minaj brand is 

plastered on CDs, clothing, posters, calendars, bracelets, and key chains. Cashmore explains 

that “[c]ommodities carry with them use value, exchange value and ideational value … 

Entertainment, commodities and consumer choice have become makeweights for genuine 

ethnic equality”25 and goes on to argue that such successful black artists mark the obliteration 

of racism. However, this argument is lacking, due to the continued focus on black women’s 

curves; success and performance are still inextricably linked, to the extent of being dependent 

upon, the booty. Whether it’s extolling the virtues of her behind in song lyrics or flashing it in 

music videos, the preoccupation with black female buttocks continues unabated, accepting 

fascination as long as it is accompanied with arousal and appreciation. 

Reinaikainen presents the typical gazes that both men and women direct to the camera in 

the hip hop videos she examined: women’s “facial expressions signify either shy, submissive 

femininity … or the kind of erotic invitation popularized by pornographic representations” 

whereas “male rappers’ expressions (deep stare into the camera, ‘sneering’ smile, otherwise 

expressionless stare …) … signify self-confidence, contempt and hardness.”26 In ‘Anaconda’, 
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Minaj looks at the camera with both masculine and female expressions: parting her lips and 

arching her back or sneering and acting disdainful. As these expressions typically apply to male 

hip hop artists and female backing dancers or “the love interest,” by employing both the 

masculine and female gaze she is transcending her role as a female to be a female hip hop artist. 

Emerson argues that “legitimacy in hip-hop culture is identified with masculinity,”27 and so 

male traits such as aggression and disdain serve to distance her from femininity and “playing 

at” being a “real” rapper. 

Although adopting typically “masculine” behaviours legitimates her as a rapper, it is her 

decidedly female attributes that are her selling points. Beyond its practical use as an economic 

commodity, Minaj’s black buttocks represent her flourishing success. The plumper figure has 

long been held as a sign of wealth and stability: large buttocks are therefore indicators of 

wealth. As a visual marker of monetary value (and, given the unnatural increase in size, 

disposable income) the booty is as much a fashion accessory as the status trainers and gold 

chains. Mireille Miller-Young states in her essay ‘Hip-Hop Honeyz and Da Hustlaz’ that 

“[l]ong a symbol of deviant, repulsive, and grotesque black sexuality and black womanhood 

… black women’s rear ends become newly fetishized through hip-hop music in ways that 

sought to recognize, reclaim, and reify their bodies as desirable, natural, and attractive.”28 

Minaj championing the “natural” body would be a contentious position to hold considering 

how her trademark booty has been created with implants: reclaiming the black booty implies 

acceptance of actuality, rather than a fetishized farce. 

Minaj is hot stuff, and this is undeniably due in large part to her behind. Whether the 

consumer is staring at them or speculating on their natural or surgical origins, her buttocks have 

infiltrated public consciousness. Ariel Levy points out: 

Hotness has become our cultural currency, and a lot of people spend a lot 

of time and a lot of regular, green currency trying to acquire it. Hotness is 
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not the same thing as beauty, which has been valued throughout history. 

Hot can mean popular. Hot can mean talked about. But when it pertains to 

women, hot means two things in particular: fuckable and saleable.29 

By Minaj presenting herself as “fuckable” she is ameliorating her commercial prospects; if 

the body is saleable, so too are the products associated with it. 

The inescapable comparison between women (specifically their behinds) and money is 

intrinsic to ‘Anaconda’ but it is much more overtly demonstrated in the video for ‘I Am Your 

Leader’ (2012).30 Rick Ross, resplendent in his own vast nakedness and adorned with gold 

chains and the requisite shades, lounges in opulence, complete with gold idols of naked women. 

The idols are rendered in such erotic detail that it would not be unfeasible for them to be actual 

women, their bodies spray-painted gold and frozen in beguiling positions.  

Reinikainen argues that, “female bodies are exhibited in videos as fetishized objects; and 

women represented as having little to no agency … Male rappers, on the other hand, are mostly 

portrayed as all-powerful patriarchs.”31 The video for ‘I Am Your Leader’ exemplifies this: the 

women have literally been reduced to objects, a background accompaniment to highlight Rick 

Ross’ status. Seated at the head of the table, he presides over wealth, every object set in gold, 

while the female idols are of no consequence, passing by unacknowledged. They are quite 

plainly, as Emerson puts it, “decorative eye candy,”32 icons of both physical belongings and 

female objectification. 

That women, or rather their available bodies, are synonymous with wealth is similarly 

explicit in Minaj’s 2012 music video for ‘Beez in the Trap’, featuring 2 Chainz.33 Shots of 

strippers and wads of cash alternate in fast-paced staccato: any arousal elicited by these curvy 

scantily-clad women is confused in Pavlovian fashion with money. Kathrin Fahlenbrach 

describes in her article ‘The Emotional Design of Music Videos’ how music videos are 

snapshots made up of imagery to create emotional responses: 
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[I]t can be assumed that directors of music videos intentionally create 

audiovisual metaphors to influence the perception of and the emotional 

effect on their public. Consequently, the creation of metaphorical structures 

in music videos, unlike their perception, happens in a controlled manner.34  

The video’s layering of these visual clues is therefore a deliberate demonstration of 

ideologies surrounding both markers of wealth and sex. Money and women are tangible; they 

can be held and handled and, by extension, exchanged at the discretion of the persons in power. 

The video implies that women and wealth exist in tandem, that one the women’s presence is 

dependent upon money, or that both gravitate naturally to the successful. 

Miller-Young extends the comparison between sex and black sexuality by identifying how 

pornography has become intrinsic to the production of hip-hop music videos: 

[T]he hip-hop industry has also become increasingly interested in 

exploiting pornographic codes and accessing the pornography’s industry’s 

broad marketing of subversive sexualities to consumers … hip-hop and 

pornography have partnered to commodify black women’s bodies as the 

hard currency of exchange.35  

In ‘Beez in the Trap’ strippers in tiny dresses and underwear exude the overt sexuality 

associated with porn videos: the camera zooms in slowly to naked black buttocks that are thrust 

to the camera, and shiny gold underwear glimmers, drawing attention to the girl’s labia. Minaj’s 

“watering-down” of similar, more explicit videos, such as Ludacris’ ‘Pussy Poppin’,36 means 

that such sexual displays can be given more universal coverage, therefore reaching a larger 

audience while still retaining links to strippers and prostitutes. Strippers, being paid to stimulate 

sexual arousal, represent quite overtly the female body as a commodity. Minimised to an erotic 

display that is both dispassionate and homogenous – the same large round undulating buttocks 

and heavy breasts – the strippers are rendered as much objects as the money they are 

inescapably linked with; even less than objects, they are reduced to symbols of wealth for the 

rappers, both male and female. Minaj in fact has more interaction with the strippers in the video 
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than the men, which confirms her superiority to the others as well as implicates her own 

sexuality as simultaneous with cash. 

A flash of colour in the dark strip club, Minaj hunkers behind barbed wire, her posterior 

raised to greater prominence. The eye-catching colour and raunchy pose is counteracted by the 

harsh barrier between herself and the viewer: it is evocative of an entreaty to “look but don’t 

touch,” a display of sexuality that is daring the viewer rather than a prelude to sexual activity. 

Once again the black woman is an exotic spectacle. In another scene, Minaj stands beside 2 

Chainz (the male performer is fully clothed, naturally,) in bondage-style animal print (again 

referencing the “wild side” of black sexuality that cannot be constrained): she has her back to 

the camera, the viewer’s attention drawn exclusively to her rolling buttocks. 2 Chainz raps with 

little movement and a typically male lack of facial expression, providing the auditory 

performance, and Minaj, her face not even glimpsed by the camera, is the visual entertainment. 

Towards the end of the video, 2 Chainz is still in comfortably loose jeans and a t-shirt, but 

Minaj has changed to an incongruous bikini: visual presentation for men may connote wealth 

and leisure, but Minaj ensures that “hot” is always her priority.  

With the interplay of monetary value and eliciting sexual arousal, Minaj is doing with her 

own body what male rappers have typically accomplished with the use of secondary female 

bodies. Reinikainen characterises the male rapper as “an almost all-powerful figure whose 

lifestyle is characterized by luxury, play and leisure, not to mention sexual desirability.”37 

Regardless of gender, luxury and leisure are demonstrated by images of wads of cash, designer 

clothing, and large gold jewellery adorned with diamonds. Sexual desirability, however, is 

conveyed by being surrounded by fawning women, a situation for a male viewer to 

hypothetically emulate; Minaj, on the other hand, is not intimating sexual desirability through 

the attention of men, but rather through sexual display of her own body.  
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However, what may initially be seen as an expression of sexual agency serves only to 

reiterate female subservience and objectification: whether rolling her buttocks as she stares at 

the camera, erotically rubbing against other women, or shaking her behind on Drake’s lap, 

Minaj flaunts both body and sexuality as directed at a male viewer. Sex sells, and for a woman 

– or woman’s body – the consumer is typically a man. Although Emerson argues that overt 

sexuality can “be read as the reappropriation of the Black woman’s body in response to its 

sexual regulation and exploitation,”38 such reappropriation is not bringing anything new to 

representations of black women. Licentiousness, closeness to nature, and a focus on large 

buttocks is neither empowering nor moving away from sexist and racist tropes. Minaj’s 

presentation of her body and sexuality conforms to stereotypical assumptions about black 

females, which is perhaps what makes her so palatable to a mainstream audience. George Yang 

and Tracey Ann Ryser argue that white people enjoy seeing racist stereotypes that they 

themselves have had a history of creating being played back for them.39 Therefore, Minaj’s 

overt sexuality and curvaceous body are not pushing boundaries or creating new opportunities 

for female expression, but rather meeting “the image that [whites] themselves had 

regurgitated.”40 Familiarity is preferable, hence the repetition of sexist and racist imagery. 

The dependency upon sexual tropes as a means of celebrating feminist independence is not 

confined to black femininity: in her book, Female Chauvinist Pigs, Ariel Levy posits that 

“raunch” culture is on the rise, even among young girls, as a way of women feeling their own 

self-worth as being equated with being “sexy” and independent. She argues that they are merely 

appropriating old objectifications and behaving like chauvinist men, which only serves to 

intimate that men are to be emulated and women are to be scorned. Like the exposed buttocks 

and barely-there G-string popping out of her workout trousers, or running her hands over the 

glistening back-up dancers, Minaj in ‘Anaconda’ seems to conform to the idea that “all 

empowered women must be overtly and publicly sexual, and because the only sign of sexuality 
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we seem able to recognise is a direct allusion to red-light entertainment, we have laced the 

sleazy energy and aesthetic of a topless club or a Penthouse shoot throughout our entire 

culture.”41 In ‘Beez in the Trap,’ Minaj seeks to straddle both the “legitimate” rap artist position 

(associated with masculinity) by employing aggressive facial expressions and groping the 

stripper dancing with her, and presenting herself as a sexually appealing and liberated woman. 

Interacting with strippers, whose profession acts as shorthand for explicit sexuality, and 

performing in revealing clothes (including the misplaced bikini) can be read as elevating her 

from simply being an artist to being a sexy artist – which, as a female, makes her much more 

profitable. As Railton and Watson argue, “the display of the sexualised body and the potential 

for that body to be figured as an object of desire or fantasy are crucial to the economies of both 

pleasure and profit of the pop music video.”42 

The finale of ‘Anaconda’ features Minaj giving a lap dance to Canadian artist Drake, whom 

Minaj has described as being like a brother to her. Although Emerson argues that “the presence 

of a male impresario undermines any sense of creative autonomy for woman artists,”43 Drake’s 

presence serves not to promote Minaj as an artist but rather reiterates her sex appeal as a 

woman. This incongruous lap dance perhaps perfectly exemplifies how sexuality in her music 

videos is not self-expression but performance: she is creating a display for the male viewer to 

desire, and an evocation for the female fans to imitate her to garner the same response – and to 

do so they must buy the integrated products. As Emerson points out: 

The fact remains that sex sells. In the entertainment industry, there is a call 

for bodies, namely, female bodies, to be on display to stimulate record 

sales. If it is not the artist herself, then models and dancers serve this 

purpose. Women remain the object of sexual desire, the selling point, and 

the bodies on display.44 

The lap dance scenes are not there to flaunt Minaj’s rap skills: on the track she laughs 

manically and repeats “fuck those skinny bitches.” Instead, it is nothing more than a display of 
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sexual prowess. Both Minaj and Drake seem disconnected from the process, instead merely 

acting as components in the exhibition. As Levy points out, “Passion isn’t the point. The glossy 

overheated thumping of sexuality in our culture is less about connection than consumption.”45 

Minaj’s interactions with her co-performers and background extras are not meant to connote 

love or even lust; it is simply a display of sexuality, removed from emotion, to sell herself and 

the products associated with her image. 

Under the guise of female empowerment, Nicki Minaj profits from the exploitation of the 

female body, specifically that of black women. Her own body is presented for examination by 

the public viewing audience, her sexual displays used to sell her image as desirable, which in 

turn creates worth for her own products and those associated with her. These performances of 

sexuality are orientated around the buttocks, which only serves to further reiterate negative 

stereotypes concerning black females and their sexuality: they are licentious and “untameable”. 

The buttocks are on display as a source of pride, signifying both sexual desirability and the 

spoils of success. Therefore, large buttocks and commoditised sexualities (i.e. porn stars, 

strippers and prostitutes) are intertwined. Rather than presenting herself as a rapper that has 

garnered such popularity on the strength of her music, Minaj restates that female 

accomplishment is dependent upon a one-dimensional desirable body that can be consumed. 
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